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The source code of a top-of-the-line Android banking trojan has been leaked online and has
since rapidly spread in the malware community, worrying researchers that a new wave of
malware campaigns may be in the works.
This malware's name is Exobot, an Android banking trojan that was first spotted at the end of
2016, and which its authors mysteriously abandoned by putting its source code for sale in
January this year.
In day to day operations, malware authors sell monthly or weekly access to their malware in
what security researchers call MaaS (Malware-as-a-Service) or CaaS (Cybercrime-as-aService).
But when a malware author sells the malware's entire source code, this usually means the
malware author is moving to something else and doesn't want to work on it anymore.
Usually, that source code leaks online after enough people buy it.

Exobot source code leaked online in May
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This happened many times in the past with all sorts of malware strains, and it also happened
to Exobot, as last month, Bleeping Computer received a copy of this source code from an
unknown individual.

Bleeping Computer has shared this source code and verified its authenticity with security
researchers from ESET and ThreatFabric.
The code proved to be version 2.5 of the Exobot banking trojan, also known as the "Trump
Edition," one of Exobot's last version before its original author gave up on its development.
Security researchers from ThreatFabric have told Bleeping Computer that the Exobot trojan
source code we received had actually leaked online in May when one of the users who
bought it from the original author decided to share it with the community.
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Since then, Bleeping Computer has discovered that the Exobot source code is now being
distributed on quite a few underground hacking forums.

Security researchers fear rise in Exobot campaigns
Security researchers are now afraid that the code's proliferation may lead to a surge in
malware campaigns that will push malicious Android apps infected with this trojan.
But these aren't just warnings from "fearmongering" security researchers. Something like this
has happened before.
In December 2016, the source code of the BankBot Android banking trojan leaked online,
and it led to a massive outburst of malware campaigns pushing the trojan in 2017.
The BankBot code's availability lowered the entry barrier and financial costs for wannabe
malware authors to enter the Android malware scene. Now, with Exobot being shared in the
same way, security researchers are bracing for a similar surge of campaigns.

Exobot is very powerful
Cengiz Han Sahin, security researcher and spokesperson with ThreatFabric, says that
Exobot is a pretty potent banking trojan, capable of infecting even smartphones running the
latest Android versions, something that very few trojans can do.
"All threat actors have been working on timing injects (overlay attacks) to work on Android 7,
8, and even 9," Sahin says. "However Exobot really is something new.
"The trojan gets the package name of the foreground app without requiring any additional
permissions," he says, "This is a bit buggy, still, but works in most cases."
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"The interesting part here is that no Android permissions are required," Sahin adds. "All other
Android banking trojans families are using the Accessibility ore Use Stats permissions to
achieve the same goal and therefore require user interaction with the victim."
So not only is Exobot's source code freely accessible, but its also of pretty effective, just like
the BankBot code was top-of-the-line when it was leaked in 2016. In the coming months, we
may see Android malware devs slowly migrating their campaigns from BankBot to Exobot, as
few will decline a "free upgrade" to a better code.
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